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Abstract

Although object�oriented database systems o�er more
powerful modeling capability than relational database
systems� their performance su�ers from the increased
complexity in the data model� Thus� e�cient index mech�
anisms must be used to improve the performance� In this
paper� two new signature methods for indexing object�
oriented databases and the associated operations are de�
scribed� The cost models for the analysis of storage over�
head and performance of the methods are presented�

� INTRODUCTION

In the past decade� Object�Oriented Database Systems
�OODBSs	 have become an important 
eld of database
research� Several experimental and commercial systems�
such as GemStone ��� Orion �� and O� ��� have been
built� The powerful modeling capability is a major ad�
vantage of OODBSs over relational databases� However�
much work still need to be done on query processing� opti�
mization� and indexing techniques in order to improve the
performance� Most OODBSs support secondary indexes
on objects to improve retrieval speed� Several indexing
techniques have been proposed� For example� GemStone
builds indexes along a path of object links ��� class�
hierarchy index and single�class index were investigated in
the Orion project ��� although only single�class indexes
are supported in the current implementation� Instead
of focusing on the inheritance hierarchy of classes� other
researchers explored the aggregation hierarchy of classes
and proposed various indexing structures on nested at�
tributes �����

Most� if not all� indexing techniques are based on tree
or network structures ��� Key values in the index are
linked with complex pointers in order to support the �ex�
ible query styles in OODBSs� The complexity results in
large storage overhead and maintenance cost� In this pa�
per� we propose a signature 
le approach for indexing
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OODBs� Signature 
le techniques have been extensively
investigated in relational databases and text retrieval ���
However� to the best of our knowledge� it has not been
extensively researched in the context of OODBSs�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� In Sec�
tion �� we describe the basic features of an object�oriented
data model and discuss the approaches to query process�
ing� In Section �� the concepts and structure of signature

les are discussed� We present the algorithms for query
processing and signature 
les maintenance involving up�
date operations in Section �� Then a cost model is pro�
posed in Section � to facilitate the analysis of overhead
cost and performance of the signature mechanisms�

� QUERIES IN OBJECT�ORIENTED

DATABASES

In object�oriented database systems� an entity is repre�
sented as an object� which consists of methods and at�
tributes� Methods are procedures and functions associ�
ated with an object de
ning the actions taken by the
object in response to messages received� Attributes rep�
resent the state of the object� Objects having the same
set of attributes and methods are grouped into the same
class� A class is either a primitive class or a complex
class� Objects in the respective classes are called primi�

tive objects and complex objects� A primitive class� such
as integer and string� is not further broken down into
attributes or substructures� A complex class is de
ned by
a set of attributes� which may be primitive� or complex

with user�de
ned classes as their domains� Since a class
C may have a complex attribute with domain C�� a rela�
tionship can be established between C and C�� The rela�
tionship is called aggregation relationship� Using arrows
connecting classes to represent aggregation relationship�
an aggregation hierarchy can be constructed to show the
nested structure of the classes�

Figure � shows the class de
nitions for Person� Vehicle�
Person Name� Company� and the resulting aggregation hi�
erarchy� The class Person has two primitive attributes�
SSN and Residence� and two complex attributes� Owns and
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Name� The domain classes of the attributes Owns and
Name are Vehicle and Person Name� respectively� The class
Vehicle is de
ned by three primitive attributes� Id� Color�
and Model� and a complex attribute Manufacturer� which
has domain Company� Company and Person Name each con�
sists of two primitive attributes�
Objects are nested according to the aggregation hierar�

chy� If an object O is referenced as an attribute of object
O�� O is said to be nested in O� and O� is referred to as
the parent object of O� In OODBSs� each object is identi�

ed by a unique system�assigned object identi
er �OID	�
Objects can be nested by storing the child OIDs in the
complex attributes of the parent objects� Thus� child ob�
jects can be forward referenced from their parents through
the OIDs stored in the parents� Backward reference from
children to parents can be supported by explicitly cre�
ating a complex attribute in the child object referencing
the parent �e�g�� create a owned�by attribute in Vehicle

with Person as its domain	� alternatively� the system may
implicitly maintains such inverse attributes� The nest�
ing structure of objects is one of the key features which
make the indexing problem of object�oriented databases
di�erent from that of relational databases�
In object�oriented databases� the search condition in a

query is expressed as a boolean combination of predicates
of the form �attribute operator value�� The attribute
may be a nested attribute of the target class� For exam�
ple� the query �retrieve all red vehicles manufactured by
Fiat� can be expressed as�

retrieve Vehicle where Vehicle�Color � �red�

and Vehicle�Company�Name � �Fiat�

The search condition against the class Vehicle consists of
two predicates� one involving the attribute Color and the
other involving the nested attribute Name�
The nested structure of an object suggests that an�

swering a query on a class involving nested attributes re�
quires traversal along the path from the target class to the
nested attributes� There are two approaches to evaluate
a query with nested attributes� top�down and bottom�up
evaluations� Let�s consider the above example� To answer
the query in the top�down approach� the system has to

retrieve all of the objects in class Vehicle and single out
those with red color� Then� the system retrieves the com�
pany objects referenced by the red vehicles and checks the
manufacturers� names� Finally� those red vehicles made
by Fiat are returned� In the bottom�up approach� the
objects in class Company are retrieved to examine if their
names are Fiat� Without backward reference support�
the system must keep the OIDs of the Fiat companies in
a set and examine the vehicle objects in class Vehicle to
identify those red vehicle made by the companies main�
tained in the set� As a result� the returned objects are
red vehicles made by Fiat� With backward reference� the
retrieval process is identical to the top�down approach�

The performance of the top�down and the bottom�up
approaches depends on a number of factors� the sizes of
the classes along the paths from the target class to the
nested attributes� the conditions speci
ed on the classes
and the selectivities of the conditions� whether indexes
are available for those classes� and whether backward ref�
erences are supported� Assuming no indexes and back�
ward references exist� the bottom�up approach will have
to scan through all objects located in the classes on the
paths� The top�down approach is in general more e��
cient because only forward references are needed� but the
actual cost will depend on the other factors listed above�

Most of the index schemes in the literature require
costly storage overhead� As a result� the number of
attributes to be indexed must be kept to a minimum�
Therefore� only queries involving some indexed attributes
and classes bene
t from these indexing mechanisms� In
order to improve the overall system performance on query
processing� the system has to build and maintain indexes
on every attributes� which is infeasible due to the storage
limitation� In this paper� we present a di�erent secondary
mechanism� namely� signature 
les� to improve the gen�
eral performance of object�oriented database query eval�
uation at an a�ordable storage overhead�

� SIGNATURE FILE TECHNIQUES

object John �������	


attribute signatures�
John ��� ��� ��� ���

�������	
 ��� ��� ��� ���
object signature �� ��� ��� ��� ���

Queries Query Signatures Results
�� John ��� ��� ��� ��� � match
�� Jack ��� ��� ��� ��� � no match
�� ��������� ��� ��� ��� ��� � false drop

Figure �� Signature generation and comparison�
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A signature is basically an abstraction of the informa�
tion stored in the �nested	 attributes of an object ��� It
is a superimposed bit string generated from the attribute
values of the object being represented� Figure � depicts
the signature generation and comparison processes of an
object having two primitive attributes� name and SSN� Sig�
natures of primitive attributes are obtained by hashing
their attribute values into a bit string� An object sig�
nature is formed by superimposing the signatures of its
attributes� Object signatures are stored sequentially in
a signature 
le� A query specifying certain values to be
searched for is transformed into a query signature SQ in
a similar way� The query signature is then compared to
every object signature in the signature 
le� The 
gure
illustrates three possible outcomes of the comparison� ��	
the object matches the query� that is� for every bit set in
SQ the corresponding bit in the object signature is also
set �i�e� SQ � Si � SQ	� ��	 the object doesn�t match the
query �i�e� SQ � Si �� SQ	� and ��	 the signature com�
parison indicates a match but the object in fact does not
match the search criteria� The last case is called a false

drop� In order to eliminate false drops� the object must
be examined after the object signature signi
es a match�
The purpose of using a signature 
le is to screen out

most of the unquali
ed objects� A signature failing to
match the query signature guarantees that the corre�
sponding object can be ignored� Therefore� unneces�
sary object accesses are prevented� Signature 
les have
a much lower storage overhead and a simpler 
le struc�
ture than inverted indexes� They are particular good for
multi�attribute retrieval when the attributes have equal
chance of being speci
ed in the query� Since queries in an
OODBS could be very �exible� an inverted indexes would
be very complex if all possible access paths are supported�
However� as can be seen later� the signature 
le approach
o�ers a much simpler solution at the expense of some
retrieval speed�
In this section� we present two signature 
le techniques

to support e�cient object�oriented database query evalu�
ation� Queries having a single class as target are used in
this paper� However� our methods can be directly applied
to queries against multiple classes in an inheritance class
hierarchy�

��� Tree Signature Scheme

For every class C in the aggregation hierarchy� there exists
a signature 
le S such that every object O in C has an
entry � sig� oid � in S� where sig is the signature of O
and oid is the OID of O� The signature of an object can
be recursively de
ned as follows�

�� the signature of an object is generated by superim�
posing the signatures of all of its primitive and com�
plex attributes�
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Figure �� Tree Signature Scheme� �a	 Format of a signa�
ture 
le� �b	 creation of an object signature�

�� the signature of a primitive attribute is obtained by
hashing on the attribute values� the signature of a
complex attribute is the signature of the object it
references�

For each class in the aggregation hierarchy� a 
le of sig�
natures is created for the objects in the class� The infor�
mation stored in a signature 
le is the superimposed in�
formation of all �nested	 attributes of its associated class�
Figure � shows the format of the signature 
le for class
Person� We assume that there are N objects in the class
and use Person�i to represent the object identi
er of the
ith object in Person� The signature 
le Person�Sig of
class Person consists of N signatures� one for each object
in the class� As shown in Fig� ��b	� the signature of an
object in Person is the superimposition of the signatures
of its primitive attributes� SSN and Residence� and all of
the primitive attributes nested under Owns and Name�

��� Path Signature Scheme

In the tree signature scheme� a signature for an object
O is created from all of the primitive values in the sub�
tree of objects rooted at O� The 
ltering capability of
the signature technique is weaken if the subtree is large�
The path signature scheme creates signature 
les for a
single path� The signature 
les created for the classes
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on a path will support the evaluation of queries involving
any classes on the path and their attributes� Since the
attributes covered in a signature is limited to those on a
path� the accuracy of the information abstracted in the
signature is improved� In addition to improve the 
ltering
capability� the path signature scheme is especially useful
for applications where some paths are frequently speci
ed
in queries�
Similar to the tree signature scheme� the signature of

an object O in the path signature scheme is generated by
superimposing the signatures of O�s attributes� However�
in the path signature scheme� the signatures of complex
attributes located on the path and those not located on
the path are generated in di�erent ways� The signatures
of complex attributes located on the path are generated
by superimposing the signatures of its nested attributes�
while the signatures of other complex attributes are gen�
erated by using the object identi
ers stored in the at�
tributes as the keys for hashing� In other words� the
complex attributes which are not located on the path are
treated as primitive attributes by taking their OIDs as
primitive values� Another di�erence between the path
and tree signature schemes is that the path signature
scheme uses a list of OIDs� which includes the object
identi
ers of O and its nested objects on the path� in
the signature 
les�
The formal description of the path signature scheme is

as follows�
For every class C in a given path of the aggregation

hierarchy� there exists a signature 
le S such that every
object O in C has an entry � sig� oid list � in S� where
sig is the signature of O and oid list is the object identi�

ers of O and its nested objects located in the path�
The signature of an object is created as follows�

�� the signature of a primitive object is generated by
hashing the primitive value�

�� the signature of an object not on the path is gener�
ated by hashing on its object identi
er�

�� the signature of an object on the speci
ed path is
generated from superimposing the signatures of all
of its attributes�

For a given path in the aggregation hierarchy� 
les of
signatures are created for classes located on the path�
Figure � shows the signature 
le for class Person located
on the path Person�Vehicle�Company� The signature of
Person�i is the superimposition of the signatures for SSN�
Residence� Name� and Owns� The signature of Name is gener�
ated by hashing its OID �Lname and Fname are not used	�
The signature of Owns is generated from all of the prim�
itive values along the path �i�e�� Id� Color� Model� Name�
and Location	�
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Figure �� Path Signature Scheme� �a	 Format of a signa�
ture 
le� �b	 creation of an object signature�

In the signature 
le of class Person� the signature of ob�
ject Person�i is associated with a list of OIDs� including
Person�i and its nested objects� The purpose of the list is
to reduce the expensive traversals between objects� The
oid list includes all nested objects an object directly or in�
directly references� Therefore� when a signature matches�
we can bypass the intermediate objects and directly re�
trieve the objects with the speci
ed nested attributes for
veri
cation� Actually a tree of object identi
ers may be
used in the tree signature 
les� However� the maintenance
of a tree of OIDs will be too complex� Since a simple list
of OIDs is quite simple to maintain� it is chosen in the
path signature scheme�

� QUERY PROCESSING AND SIGNATURE

MAINTENANCE

��� Retrieval

Tree Signature

As we mentioned before� there are two methods to eval�
uate a query� top�down and bottom�up approaches� The
top�down approach is to retrieve all of the objects along
the path from the target class to their nested attributes
speci
ed in the search condition of the query� Then� the
value of the nested attribute is checked to decide if it
is a desired object or not� With the signature 
le� the
query is evaluated as follows� A query signature SQ for
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the query Q is generated� SQ is compared with every
signature stored in the signature 
le associated with the
target class� If a signature matches with SQ� traverse the
path to verify the nested attribute� In the following� the
algorithm for top�down retrieval is presented�

Algorithm Top�Down Retrieval�
Given an object query Q�
retrieve a set of OIDs speci
ed in the query�

�� Compute the query signature SQ for the query Q�

�� For every entry �sigi� oidi	 of the signature 
le asso�
ciated with the target class� Compare SQ with sigi�
If sigi matches SQ� then put oidi in the returning set
S�

�� For each object in S� traverse the path from the ob�
ject to the nested attributes speci
ed in Q to elimi�
nate false�drop�

Path Signature

The structure of the path signature 
le bene
ts the top�
down evaluation of the object queries more than the
bottom�up evaluation� Therefore� we only present the
top�down approach�

Algorithm Top�Down Retrieval�
Given an object query Q�
retrieve a set of OIDs speci
ed in the query� in which a
nested attribute of class C is used�

�� Compute the query signature SQ for the query Q�

�� For every entry �sigi� oid listi	 of the signature 
le
associated with the target class� compare SQ with
sigi� If they match� then put the oid listi into a set
S��

�� For each oid listi in S�� retrieve the object� which
belongs to C� from the list� If its nested attribute
satis
es the search condition� put the 
rst OID of
oid listi� which is the OID of a target object� in the
returning set S�

Since all the objects along the path are kept track of in
the oid list of the path signature 
le� there is no traversal
along the path for the top�down evaluation� As soon as
a matched signature is found� the object which owns the
nested attribute may be directly fetched for veri
cation�

��� Update

Tree Signature

To update the signature of a modi
ed object� we have
to access all attribute objects of the modi
ed object in

order to recompute its signature� If the new signature is
the same as the old one� the update process stops� Oth�
erwise� it has to be spread to all of its ancestor objects�
Therefore� the two important tasks involving the mainte�
nance of signature 
les are to compute the signature of an
object and to spread the update from the modi
ed object
to all of its ancestor objects�
Algorithm compute signature�
Given the OID of an object O�
compute its signature�

�� Use the OID to retrieve O�

�� Generate the signatures for the primitive attributes�

�� Scan all the signature 
les of complex attributes to

nd their signatures�

�� Superimpose the signatures of all of O�s attributes�

�� Use OID of O to 
nd the location of its signature in
the signature 
le� Then update the signature�

Algorithm spread�
Given the OID of an object O� which has been updated�
update the signatures of O and its ancestor objects�

�� Call compute signature to update the signature of O�

�� Stop if the old signature and the new signature are
the same�

�� Use the old signature of O to retrieve O�s parent
objects� �This step will use the retrieval algorithm
described in the previous section	�

�� Recursively apply spread on all parent objects of O�

For this algorithm� if backward references from O to
its parent objects are provided� step � will be much more
e�cient�

Path Signature

Similar to the tree signature� we have to update the sig�
natures of the modi
ed object and its ancestor objects
to maintain the accuracy of the signatures� The mainte�
nance of signatures is divided into two tasks� to compute
the signature of an object and to spread the update of the
signature from the modi
ed object to its ancestor objects�

Algorithm compute signature�
Given the OID of an object O�
compute its signature�

�� Use the OID to retrieve O�

�� If there exists a nested object� O�� for the complex
attribute on the path� scan the signature 
le of O� to
get the signature of O��
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�� Generate the signatures for the remaining attributes
by hashing�

�� Superimpose the signature of O� �if it exists	 and the
signatures of the other attributes to form the new
signature for O�

�� Add O into the oid list of O� and use it as the oid list
for O�s signature entry�

�� Use OID of O to 
nd the location of its signature in
the signature 
le� Then update the signature�

Like the tree signature update� the address of signature
may be stored in the object to facilitate direct access of
the signature�
The next algorithm is to spread the update of signa�

tures to the classes along the path�
Algorithm spread�
Given a path of classes� C�� C�� ���� Cn�
update an object O which belongs to class Ci� � � i � n�

�� Call compute signature to update the signature of O�

�� If i � �� scan through the signature 
le of class Ci��

to 
nd a set of parent objects which reference O� It
can be done by checking if O is in the oid list or not�

�� Recursively apply spread on all parent objects of O�

If backward references between objects to their parent
objects are provided� the scan of signature 
le for parent
objects may be avoided�

� COST MODELS

In this section we formulate a cost model to estimate the
storage overhead and performance of the tree signature
and path signature� The following is the parameters and
assumptions used in the cost model�
C� the number of classes in the database�
H� the height of the aggregation hierarchy for the

database�
N � the average number of object attributes in a class�
M � the average number of value attributes in a class�
Q� the average number of objects in a class�
S� the size of a signature�
I� the size of an OID�
P � the average size of an object�
A� the average number of parents of an object�
E� the average size of an entry in the signature 
les�
K� the average size of a signature 
le�
Rt� the average matching rate of a query signature

against a tree signature 
le�
Rp� the average matching rate of a query signature

against a path signature 
le�
The unit of size used above is disk page�

��� Tree Signature

S is the size of a signature and I is the size of an OID� so
E � S � I� Thus� the average size of a tree signature 
le
K � E �Q � �S � I	 �Q�

STORAGE COST� The storage overhead for the database
is one signature 
le for each class in the database� Thus�
the storage cost is K �C�

RETRIEVAL COST� For a given query� we assume that
the length of the path between the target class and the
nested attribute is L� Then the number of disk page ac�
cesses is K � Rt �Q � L � P �

UPDATE COST� For an update operation� the cost is for
the retrieval of the object and the update of the signatures
of the modi
ed object and its ancestors� The analysis for
recomputation of the signature of an object is as follows�

�� To retrieve the object O� P pages of disk access are
required�

�� To get the signatures of O�s object attributes� N �K
disk page accesses are required�

�� To write the signature of O back to its signature 
le�
K � � pages are required� where K page accesses for

nding the location of O�s signature and � page for
writing the updated signature back to the disk�

Therefore� �N ��	�K �P �� page accesses are required
to compute a signature�
The analysis for spreading the update of a signature

to its ancestor objects is as follows� The average number
of ancestor objects for an object is AH��� To spread the
signature recomputation to a parent object of O� the old
signature of O is used as the key to match its potential
parents� signatures� The operation is like a retrieval with
a direct attribute in the searching condition� The cost of
disk accesses is K � Rt �Q � P �
Thus� the total disk accesses for update is AH�� � �K �

Rt �Q � P � �N � �	 �K � P � �	�

��� Path Signature

For a path of classes C�� C�� ���� Cd� we estimate the cost
for storage� retrieval� and update�

STORAGE COST� For each object located in the path�
there is a signature� For objects located in Ci where � �
i � d� the size of a signature entry is S � �d � i � �	 � I�
There are Q objects in a class� Therefore� the storage
overhead is

Pd
i���S � �d � i � �	 � I	 � Q � d � S � Q �

Q � I � d � �d� �	��� The average size of a path signature

le K � S �Q� Q � I � �d� �	���

RETRIEVAL COST� For a given query� the number of
disk accesses required is K �Rp �Q � P �

UPDATE COST� For an update operation� the cost is for
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the retrieval of the object and the update of the signatures
of the modi
ed object and its ancestor� The analysis for
recomputation of the signature of an object is as follows�

�� To retrieve the object O� P pages of disk access are
required�

�� To get the signature of its nested attribute� K page
accesses are required�

�� To write the signature of O back to the signature 
le�
K � � pages are needed� K page accesses for 
nding
the location of O�s signature and � page access for
writing the updated signature back to the signature

le�

Therefore� a total of � �K � P � � pages are required to
compute a signature�
The analysis for spreading the update of a signature to

the ancestor objects is as follows� The average number
of ancestor objects for an object is Ad��� To spread the
signature recomputation to the parent objects of O� we
check if O is in the oid list of its potential parents� which
requires K pages of disk accesses� Thus� the total number
of disk accesses for update is Ad�� � �� �K � P � �	�

	 CONCLUSION

In this paper� we introduce two signature 
le methods
to support the evaluation of queries on nested objects in
OODBS� The 
ltering capability of our signature schemes
will reduce the actual secondary storage accesses and thus
improve the performance of object retrieval� Comparing
to other index schemes� our approaches have a much ele�
gant 
le structure and much less storage overhead�
The tree signature scheme provides a more general sup�

port for queries involving any attributes in the database�
To provide equivalent support for arbitrary queries� other
index schemes have to create indexes on every nested at�
tributes� which is not feasible due to large storage over�
head�
Instead of trying to index all of the attributes in a

databases� the path signature scheme pays more atten�
tion on attributes in a given path of classes� Every object
in the path is indexed by a signature� Since there are less
attributes involved� the path signature scheme is more
e�ective on 
ltering unquali
ed objects� In the path sig�
nature scheme� all nested objects of an object are associ�
ated with the path signature� This method reduces object
accesses at the expense of some small storage overhead�
The signature schemes not only can support queries

with nested attributes� but also can support queries
against single or multiple classes in an inheritance hier�
archy� Although we do not address the issue of storing a
collection of values in an attribute� the signature schemes

can easily be extended to create signatures for the collec�
tion attributes�
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